Salahaddin University-Hawler
College of Basic Education
The message and Plan for 2015-2016

Dear Instructors, employees, and Students!
On behalf of you all, Greetings and love for Peshmarga,
And Greetings of Knowledge for you all,
And Greetings, forgiveness and endurance for you all and your families.

On the occasion of new academic year, we appreciate and congratulate you all and
hope it will be a fertile academic- and scientific-year.
Appreciation for the last year jobs and products, and thanks for your continual
cooperation and collaboration in college affairs. Very good jobs were accomplished
last year which became great colourful tasks in the history of our college, for
example parents' meeting of college students, assistance collaborations and
donation, College Day, inviting numerous guests in various fields, our persistence in
Kozan Magazine, …..and etc.
I am proud of serving with these loving instructors, employers, employees, and the
college-students in education and teaching. I assure you that the jobs or tasks were
fulfilled with your direct and knock-on assistance and endeavors in college which I
surely consider as my second home. If, whenever, I have capability, I will serve much
more as my conscience hurts me and I will be unhappy to stop.
I thank you very much for your aid, collaboration, loyalty, forgiveness, tirelessness,
and humane thoughts. With the hope of going on in serving more. Regarding this
year, let’s work on the following points:
1. Providing equipment for physics, chemistry, and biology laboratory.
2. Updating and renovating the lab. Computers.
3. Enriching college library and opening an electronic branch there.
Furthermore, opening another section specified for Doctorate Dissertations,
masters’ thesis, instructors’ articles, and undergraduate researches.

4. Motivating the instructors to publish or participate in the universal and local
conferences.
5. Reliability and validity assessments for the coursebooks, slides, and lecturers’
questions in the examinations.
6. Preparing syllabi or programme of study for the departments (including the
details about the subjects or modules).
7. New guidance for graduate researches in terms of writing, visiting the
supervisors, submitting the graduate researches, and assessing the students’
Viva Voce. And finally, accomplishing a contest at the college level.
8. Inviting foreign lecturers for English Dept.
9. Constructing Kindergarten Programme with the help and accord of Ministry
of Education for implementing in the kindergarten specified for the college in
the Zanko Village and then utilizing the kindergarten for practical and
research reasons.
10. Doing activities (seminars/ conferences) concerning 100 anniversary of Beko
Treaty.
11. Accomplishing scientific/ educational courses in Kurdish, Arabic and English
Departments.
12. Providing college instructors with internet access so as to get benefit of it in
lectures preparation and self-preparation.
13. Endeavoring for providing Video Conference for the College.
14. Revitalizing and inspiring College Website so that the instructors, employees,
and students can get benefit of it.
15. Opening various courses and workshops for developing instructors’,
employees’ and students’ aptitude such as, constructing questions, assessing,
lecturing, classroom-managing, utilizing Technology in teaching, leadership,
writing articles (researches), and making posters.
16. Accomplishing academic treaty with other universities, colleges and
corporations related to education and teaching.
17. Rearranging and Paying more attention to “Viewing and Practice” in the
morning and evening studies.
18. Preparing committees for visiting the dormitories.
19. Accomplishing “Parental Meeting”.
20. Festival of “The College Day” (21/4/2016).
21. Reinforcing relationship with the Ministry of Education for consultancy and
awareness of their affairs, and completing the bi-lateral jobs with the
assistance of both.
22. Working to open “Private Education”/ Arabic Department in the morning
study; and Physical Education ( Kindergarten/ Art Education/ Computer) in
the evening study.
23. Trying to open Masters’ Degree in all College Specializations.
24. Organizing “The College Graduation Meeting”.
25. Working for strengthening the instructor-instructor relations in a way and
instructor-student relations in another due to backing committees.

26. Endeavoring to construct a Virtual Administration: a student or a group of

them (esp. the top students or those with charismatic personality) are
assigned to be the Dean, Dean-Deputy, Head Departments, Unit in charge in
order that we know what they do virtually.
27.
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48.

Constructing “Parental Committee”.
Fulfilling the project of the instructor, employee, and student of the Year.
Designing the same profession-instructors’ Network.
Fulfilling profession-alike Meeting Projects between the instructors in approachable
and constructive ways with the aim of getting benefit of each other’s expertise.
Taking care of the Students’ Field Trip to the institutes and corporations pertaining
to their specializations.
Arranging the arrival week to colleges for freshers.
Constructing various clubhouses for the students so as to gather patent people
together such as Book, Writing, Art Clubhouses ….. and the like.
Paying attention to recover shortcomings of College Café, the problems of clean
water, the concerns of lack of green land, and data show.
Holding continuous meetings with instructors, employees, and students to be aware
of each other closely and solve the problems soon.
Erecting Storage for the College.
Building pitch for college.
Searching for a source of income for college.
Designing and publishing a guidance about college.
Working for opening an educational and psychological guidance in college.
Reducing the number of students in classes to be between 45 and 55 as a first step.
Providing departmental and scientific committees with more authorities.
Working on respect-based culture, on mutual decision, and on egalitarianism
between instructors, employees, and students.
Accomplishing the principle of more rewards and penalties in educational ways.
Being more outgoing towards the society and fortifying the relationship between
the university and Society.
Exchanging the list of sources and books with other universities and colleges
(designing Libraries Network).
Activating specific regulations for the instructors who cannot be promoted at their
assigned period, for those who do not do a research, and transforming those who
will not be able to accomplish a study or research to somewhere else.
Finding a mechanism for linking all the colleges and Centres with one another so as
to be familiar with each other’s activities and for getting benefit of each other’s
expertise.

Culturally:
1. Issuing Kozan Magazine with a new staff, enriching and adding subjects or topics in
Arabic and English Languages.
2. Inviting guests in all fields for doing seminars, forums, and workshops about
educational, cultural, societal, sports, artistic, health, and environmental subjects
weekly. (Rearranging ……………… for negotiation or discussion concerning education,
teaching, and the like).

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Opening various physical and artistic courses.
Students’ Seminars.
Asst. researchers’ and employees’ seminars.
Posters and particular publications for awareness.
Attempting to clean college and to have awareness constantly.
?????????

Administratively:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Opening administrative courses and workshops for unit in-charges and employees.
Rearranging instructors’ and tertiary employees’ Dossiers electronically.
Designing Administrative Database for College Units.
Accomplishing administrative affairs electronically.
Creating Electronic Archive for College Registry.

Enrich these plans with your suggestions and thoughts, please.

Yours
Asst. Prof. Dr. Himdad Abdul-Qahar Mohammed
15/9/2015

